
PATENT 
PENDINGRevolutionizing and perfecting badminton training 

More Fun, More Skill, More Champions  



See demo videos online at 

The Knight Trainer Pro creates a revolutionary way to rapidly 

improve badminton skills. Practice against any shot in the 

game while the Knight Trainer Pro tirelessly feeds drills from 

the simplest to the most complex. 

The included tablet and pre-installed software allow for 

possibilities only limited by your imagination and willingness 

to push your training. The KTP has a capacity of more than 

250 shuttles that can test any player's skills and endurance. 

Black Knight has 40+ years of experience in design and 
manufacturing of professional badminton and squash equipment. 
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Eastern CANADA
In CANADA 1.800.361.6035 or WORLDWIDE +1 (514) 737.3659

Western CANADA
In CANADA 1.800.663.8636 or WORLDWIDE +1 (604) 298.6900

info@blackknight.ca | 

I have used it with players of all levels from beginner to 
expert, and ages from 8 to 80. The benefits are immediate and 
the results are fantastic.                                                                         
                                                                       
                                                                       - Robbyn Hermitage, Badminton Pro, Club Atwater, Montreal

Control Features
Quickly and easily open drills, or create and save new ones. Choose speed, direction, tilt and timing for 
each shot, and the Knight Trainer Pro will automatically make the changes to feed your drill. Customize 
training for each player as you select the shots and set the level of difficulty.

Unique Versatility
Simply set the height, choose the location on court, and create your shots with ease. Combine different 
kinds of smashes, drives, clears, drops, net shots, short or long serves, and the Knight Trainer Pro will 
continuously feed the drill randomly or sequentially as  you choose.

Use the KTP with both feather and synthetic (nylon) shuttles, new or used.

Manual feeding 

effectiveness 

at your fingertips.
Improve your speed and 

agility faster than ever.

www. lack night.caB K

www. .comKnightTrainer
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www.KnightTrainer.com



 
  

    

Electrical

Height
Retracted:  137  cm (54"), expanded 213 cm (84").

   
1 Increase mobility mo, vements and fitness
2 Increase accuracy and speed.
3 Increase hand-eye coordination and muscle memory
4 Increase range of shots and consistency.

Our innovative motors and circuitry provide an inexhaustible 
range of shots and drills. You can even send doubles and 
mixed teams against the Knight Trainer Pro. Create the 
sequence in the playlist, and let their doubles games 
improve rapidly. 

The robust 3-wheel stand is mobile for easy positioning on 
court and is built for stability even when at maximum 
extension.

Create shot sequences based on real points, including even 
the shot placements of a rally from the World 
Championships.

Badminton  more productive with players of coaches can be 
all skill levels, and will be able to easily measure the 
progress of each player  the consistent feeding of the using
Knight Trainer Pro.

Exchange your drills and points with coaches and players 
around the world.

Use  remote control to activate feeding in sequence or a
randomly, and to pause, start and stop.

Link multiple machines on the same court, operated within 
your drill for a dazzling display of shots.

The quality design ensures this low maintenance machine 
will provide you with years of training successes.

Made in Canada, the Knight Trainer Pro is covered by a 
2 year guarantee.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE 
KNIGHT TRAINER PRO
BADMINTON MACHINE

Choose the height from 137 cm (54") to 213 cm (84"), 

choose the KTP’s position on the court, and use the 

included tablet to open an existing drill set for that 

height and location. Or, position the KTP as you wish, 

and easily create a new drill. Save and use the same 

drill over and over or modify it as you require.

Select among your shots to create exactly the playlist 

that you want, feeding the shuttle up to 250 times, 

whether as a drill or even as a simulation of a real point.

Set the intervals you want to allow between each shot.

With a capacity of over 250 shuttles, loop all of your 

playlist - or just sections - to repeat as many times as 

you want, in sequence or randomly, while the Knight 

Trainer Pro automatically changes direction, angle, 

speed and timing to generate your shots continuously 

for your training.

Drills can be set to run in a set sequence of shots or 

randomly as you prefer. For example, try a 6 point drill 

with clears to both corners, drop shots to both sides and 

smashes down the sidelines. Choose to run the drill 

with an interval of 2.5 seconds before each drop shot, 3 

seconds before each clear and 2 seconds before each 

smash. 

Or simply create a basic skill drill that repeats to any 

one point on the court over and over, with the timing you 

choose from 1 to 15 seconds, allowing the player the 

best possible chance to perfect consistency.

After years of development we are thrilled and honestly 
astonished by the capabilities of the Knight Trainer Pro. It 
blows past expectations, and open  up a new world of s
opportunities for badminton players everywhere!   
         - Black Knight Canada

JUST A FEW OF THE TRAINING BENEFITS

Black Knight thanks Harvey Scull, Mike McConnell and the development team at Surface ID ( ) for their invaluable contributions, and Canadian badminton www.surfaceid.com
club Club Atwater (Montreal)  for generous access to their courts.

5 Increase player’s confidence.

The Knight Trainer Pro can operate at any voltage from 
100 to 250V but we must change a setting for voltages 
over 120V before shipping. Our plugs are 3 prong for 
120V and you will only need an extension cord and plug 
adaptor suitable for the country where the KTP will be 
used. 



Quickly adjust the targeted locations of your shots anywhere on the court as well as how you combine the shots into 
drills. Set the timing for each shot to match players’ abilities.

The Knight Trainer Pro is 40% more powerful than the original Knight Trainer but also able to deliver net shots and 
short serves.

The Knight Trainer Pro sets up in minutes. Simply roll onto the court to the desired position, set the height and plug 
in. Select your drill or easily create new shots and drills, and then play. Changing shots is done in seconds using the 
application on the included tablet.

Make the drill as difficult or as easy as you wish, with each shot delivered as you have specified, time after time. 




